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Gravity Models

 Gravity models have long been popular for analyzing

economic phenomena related to the movement of goods and 

services, capital, or even people

 Researchers can now use gravity models to better assess the 

impacts of migration policy, for instance, the effects of visa 

restriction policies on migration flows.

 Gravity models:

 Estimation of the normal or typical level of flows between two

markets (counterfactuals)

 At least for some uses: microeconomic foundations

Based on: Ramos (2016)

Example: Poot et al. (2016): The Gravity Model of Migration:

The Successful Comeback of an Ageing Superstar in

Regional Science



Why Gravity?

Source: Ramos (2016)



Gravity

 Typical form:

 Advantages:

 Intuitive consistency with migration theories

 Ease of estimation in its simplest form

 Goodness of fit in most applications



Simple Gravity

 Example: Lewer & Van der Berg (2008): A gravity model of immigration



Examples of Interesting Uses

 Warrin & Svaton (2008): European Migration: Welfare Migration or Economic 
Migration?

 Empirical assessment of bilateral migration flows into the EU-15 countries

 As long as its effect is not offset by a high unemployment rate in the host country, the 
level of social protection expenditure influences migrants' choice of destination

 The welfare state characteristics of the host country need to be reckoned with when 
studying European migration flows

 Bertoli et al. (2016): The European crisis and migration to Germany

 Analyze the surge of migration to Germany after the 2010 crisis

 The estimation of the gravity equation with monthly bilateral migration data reveals that 
the movements in the unemployment rate and the migration policy changes that were 
introduced over our sample period exert a significant influence on the size of the bilateral 
migration flows to Germany.

 Sekeris & Vasilakis (2016): The Mediterranean Refugees Crisis and Extreme Right 
Parties: Evidence from Greece

 Test whether massive refugees flows can affect the political choices of natives in European 
countries.

 Use an instrument based on a gravity model predicting the stock of refugees
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